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So you want to start making a little extra money but only have a little bit of time? Look no
further! Doing surveys can be an excellent way to earn more money in your spare time! If
you don’t know what a survey is; a survey is a multitude of questions that need to be
answered to gather information! Surveys can be a critical component in gathering data. This
is why these 3 sites are willing to pay you for your cooperation! Each site is free to join and
only takes seconds to get started!
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Surveyjunkie is one of the biggest and in my opinion, best survey websites around! Signing
up is absolutely free and you can get started on doing surveys right away! Surveyjunkie
works by having a multitude of different surveys for different categories. Depending on the
length or category, the survey is worth more points!

Each point is worth approximately one cent and takes 5 – 20 minutes to complete! Most
surveys are worth 100 – 300 points. However, there are instances where surveys have been
valued up to 1000 points ($10)! On average, you will be making $1 – $3 per survey!
Therefore, on your 30-minute lunch break, you can potentially make up to $10. Not too bad
if you ask me! However, once you have enough points you can redeem it through Paypal.

2. Swagbucks
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Swagbucks is another great survey
website. This site also works
through a point system. However,
you can only redeem the points
through gift card! Although this is
the case, they do still have Paypal
gifts cards which allows you to
deposit your points into your
account! Signing up with them is
100% free and you will have access
to thousands of paid surveys at
your fingertips!

Some of you may be wondering how all of this is possible. Many companies need data
gathered for their research but have realized that the best way to do this is through surveys!
However, not everyone wants to do surveys because they can be tedious! They solved this
problem by adding an incentive! Creating an incentive makes the concept of survey taking a
win-win scenario!

3. MyPoints

The Budget Diet explained it best
when they said with MyPoints “You
earn points by shopping online,
purchasing local deals (through
Groupon or Living Social), reading
email, taking surveys, watching
videos, finding deals, discovering
new content, searching the internet,
printing coupons, playing games
and referring friends.”

MyPoints caters to those who have
a passion for online shopping! It
works relatively the same where you earn points which can be exchanged for gift cards.
However, these points can be accumulated through ways other than taking surveys!

Summary
Taking surveys can be extremely lucrative. If you don’t like to take surveys, Surveyjunkie and
Swagbucks are amazing options. If you’re an online shopper, MyPoints may be your best
option. You’ll be earning points of shopping that you would be doing regardless! All of them
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are free to join and easy to use!
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